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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romanizaion==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Waga kokoro wo yogoto
Tsumetai tsuki no
Hikari ni koorasete
Konagona ni kudakeba

Sanran to moe
Hahen wa mune wo sasan
Kore ga aisuru itami to

Hakua no shinden ni
Kizamarete ikuman no shi
Kako kara no itonami
Nazoru gotoku ikite wa
Tada uta wo tsumugu
Kuruoshiki shukumei

Naomo kaguwashiku
Kurushimi tsutau chi

Waga namida wo sosogu
Shizukana umi ni
Minamo no kagayaki ni
Dakarete shizumunara

Shin'en ni ochi
Aoi shinju to naran
Itsuwari naki koinaraba

Omoi no unabara wo
Kotoba wa fune ni natte
Dokomademo tabisuru
Tadoritsuku kishibe wa
Kono yoni wa nai no ni
Nami wa towa ni yoseru

Zujou ni itadaku
Utakata no hana yo

Ten he to sasagen
Sora ni kaki kaze ni utai
Saigo no issetsu made
Gekkei no ha niou



Utsukushi kumotsu to nare
Kono inochi wo soete

Subete toki no suna
Uzumoreta otomo
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||

==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Every night, my heart
Will freeze in the
Light of the cold moon
If it breaks into very small pieces

Burning brilliantly
The splinters can't pierce my heart
This is the pain of loving

Several thousand poems are
Engraved on the chalk temple
I follow my life from the past
Just like it's living
My songs just spin
In this crazy destiny

Pain walks even more
Fragrantly with blood

My tears will pour down
Into the peaceful sea
If they hold tightly and sink
In the radiance of the water's surface

Falling in the abyss
I can't turn into a blue pearl
If love is without lies

My words turn into a ship
On the ocean of my memories
Traveling everywhere
Struggling on the banks of a river
Even though this word doesn't have one
The waves come along forever

Receiving high in the sky
The transient flower

Not offering it to the heavens
I write in the sky, I sing in the wind
This leaf of the laurel will smell wonderful
Until the last verse
Turning into a beautiful offering
It will accompany my life

Everything the sand of time
Covered is my companion
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